Action Alert: Call TODAY, Tues., & Weds. --
SAVS Budget Decisions Happening!

May 4, 2015 – Lawmakers are now deciding what budget motions will be voted on in the Joint Finance Committee. Please call your Republican state senator and representative, personalizing the following talking points.

You can identify your lawmakers and find their contact information at: http://legis.wisconsin.gov. You can also find other related resources at: http://www.wcasa.org/pages/Policy-State.php. Please don't hesitate to contact me if you have any questions. Thank you for your citizen advocacy!

(Reminder: One of the most powerful things you can do is to include your own story or experience, that of someone close to you (provided they gave you permission to share that story), and/or other real-life examples of why we must do more to support survivors and end sexual violence.)

- I am a constituent. My name is_________ , and my address and phone number are (so they can respond and/or confirm you are a constituent) ________.
- Please urge your Republican colleagues on the Joint Finance Committee this week to support budget motions to increase funding for the Sexual Assault Victim Services grant program (SAVS), to a total of $4 million annually.
- (Insert your story, that of someone close to you, real-life examples, etc. here…)
- I am greatly concerned that the governor's proposed budget does not increase funding for the Sexual Assault Victim Services grant program (called SAVS) above its current level of roughly $2 million annually.
- SAVS is the only state funding for sexual assault services, community education, and prevention.
  - Examples of services funded by SAVS include: 24/7 crisis hotlines, personal support, guidance in the medical and criminal justice processes, and prevention and community education initiatives.
- Sexual assault services are stretched so thin that many survivors encounter weeks- to months-long waiting lists, and some must travel through multiple counties to access the closest service provider.
- The governor’s proposed flat funding of SAVS is not a victory when we are already serving only a tiny fraction of survivors of sexual assault.
  - The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention estimates that in Wisconsin:
    - 390,000 women have experienced rape
    - 912,000 women have experienced sexual violence other than rape
    - and 507,000 men have experienced sexual violence other than rape
  - According to the Wisconsin Department of Justice, in 2013, Wisconsin’s sexual assault service providers had only enough funds to serve 12,703 survivors.
- Current funding is so low that SAVS grantees do not serve six counties at all (Barron, Buffalo, Florence, Green Lake, Sawyer and Waushara).
- With increased funding, providers can help more survivors, do more prevention, and ultimately save the state money.
  - The cost of sexual assault is staggering. Studies have found that the cost of each sexual assault ranges between $87,000 and $240,776.
    - This accounts for medical and victim services, loss of productivity, decreased quality of life, and law enforcement resources.
- The human costs of sexual assault are also staggering. As a result of sexual assault, survivors are:
  - 3 times more likely to suffer from depression
  - 6 times more likely to suffer from posttraumatic stress disorder
  - 4 times more likely to contemplate suicide
  - 13 times more likely to abuse alcohol
  - 26 times more likely to abuse drugs

- **What will you do to raise this issue with the Joint Finance Committee?**
- Thank you.

---

**About Us**

The Wisconsin Coalition Against Sexual Assault, Inc. (WCASA) is a membership agency comprised of 50 sexual assault service providers across the state, other organizations, and individuals working to end sexual violence in Wisconsin. WCASA works to ensure that every victim in Wisconsin gets the support and care they need. WCASA’s mission is to create the social change necessary to end sexual violence.

For more information, please contact:

Dominic W. Holt, M.S.W., M.F.A.
Public Policy & Communications Coordinator
Wisconsin Coalition Against Sexual Assault (WCASA)
2801 West Beltline Highway, Suite 202
Madison, WI 53713
608-257-1516 ext. 113
donich@wcasa.org
www.wcasa.org